Ref No: Plexh/Cir/390

Date: 27th January, 2021

Dear Esteemed Members,

Sub: Stakeholders inputs for Negotiations for Trade Agreement between India and Eurasian Economic Union (EaEU)

Greetings from Plexconcil!!!

The Government of India is in the process of negotiating a Trade Agreement with the Eurasian Economic Union (EaEU) comprising five countries namely Russian Federation, Kazakhstan, Belarus, Armenia and Kyrgyzstan. In this regard, the Government of India was set to have initial discussions during 16-18th March, 2020 in Moscow to set the agenda for the trade negotiations and to finalize the structure of the joint text for the envisaged Trade Agreement, but the same was postponed due to COVID-19. Now, it is envisaged to initiate the negotiations on a priority basis. However, before going for negotiations, it is proposed to take inputs from all the concerned stakeholders.

Accordingly, a Questionnaire has been devised by the Ministry of Commerce, Govt. of India, and is attached herewith so that member exporters can provide details which will help in the negotiation process. We request members to kindly fill up the Questionnaire and send us the same by return email at the earliest.

Regards,